
Technical Rider - T & the Rex

Name of the act: T & the Rex

Number of people on stage: 1

Outputs/Inputs needed at mixer table: 1 XLR and 2 6,3 mm

Monitors needed: Minimum 2 wedge monitors or a pair of in ear monitors

Contact for additional questions or info: tilda@tbamp.se

Equipment

I need a sound technician to be available when I pack up my stuff, and during soundcheck

and the concert.

I need a full range PA system that delivers a strong and clear sound, covering all the seats

and spaces where the audience can sit/stand. The audio should be mixed at the FOH.

Preferred effects on the singing mic and guitar are some kind of reverb and delay,

preferrably discussed at line-/soundcheck.

Instrument Microphone Cable Extra info

Singing Suitable Mic XLR-cable Mic stand is
necessary

Guitar Line in Jack cable 6,3 mm Guitar stand would
be appreciated

Computer Line in Jack cable 3,5 mm
to 6,3 mm

A table for the
computer with
access from the
stage would be
appreciated

It is possible for me to bring any of the above items, however it would be preferred if you

could have the yellow marked items at the site. Let me know in advance if there is anything

you can not provide or if it is possible for you to provide anything not marked yellow.

Monitors

I need monitors by the front of the stage so I can hear the singing and the music. Just plain

monitors on the ground or in-ear monitors are fine, I could go with anything as long as it

does the job!



Lights

There should be suitable lighting at the stage. Preferably some suitable colors in the

background, or just lightning that is suitable for the location. Let me know in advance if

there’s a digital backdrop or it is possible to modify the backdrop.

Stage plot

The stage plot can be modified, just let me know in advance!


